
At 
the square root of 25

 pm, 
proper noun 1

 and 
proper noun 2

 left the 
math noun

 after studying for a math 
math noun

 and started 

to 
math verb 

back to 
proper noun 1

’s house. 
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 storm clouds loomed overhead. They saw 
# of eyes a cyclops has

 lightning 

bolt flash across the sky. Thunder followed 
7+8

 seconds later—they knew a storm was about 
 the least common multiple of 1 and 3 

 

miles away.* Darkness and rain were fast approaching; they had to hurry home 
 math adverb 

. 

“Let’s take a 
 math adjective 

 shortcut,” 
 proper noun 1 

 
 past tense math verb 

. 
 proper noun 1 

 
 past tense math verb 

 the way, with 
 

proper noun 2 
 following 

 math adverb 
 behind. After 

 your age x 7 
 twists and turns, they turned to 

 math verb 
 down a straight and 

narrow alley. A 
 math noun 

 of movement caught 
 proper noun 1 

’s eye. It was a 
 math adjective 

 black cat! It crossed directly in 

front of them. They kept walking. It reappeared and, from the opposite direction, walked in front of them again. Repeated-

ly, it crossed their path, always walking in a straight line. 

It was dark. The cat’s 
 math adjective 

 behavior was making them nervous. 
 proper noun 2 

 saw a silhouette in the distance.  

 math adverb 
, 
 proper noun 1 

 and 
 proper noun 2 

 
 past tense math verb 

 closer. It was an old woman! Her 
 math noun 

 was  

math adjective 
 and 

 math adjective 
; light caught her 

 the absolute value of - 1 
 
math adjective

 tooth and it  

 past tense math verb 
 in the night. 

 proper noun 1 
 and 

 proper noun 2 
 
 past tense math verb 

 closer together. The 

cat meowed and 
 past tense math verb 

 into the old woman’s 
 math noun 

, snuggling 
 math adverb 

 against 

her. “Don’t mind him, dearie,” she said in a 
 math adjective 

 voice. “His name is  

 math proper noun 
 and he’s just being a little … purr-pendicular.”** 

Choose a friend or family member to be your partner. Read the descriptions under each blank and ask your partner to tell you 
a math-related word that fits. (If you’re stuck, take a look at our examples on the next page.) When you’re done, read the story 
together, have a good Halloween cackle, and bring your finished masterpiece into Mathnasium for a reward!

* Did you know that you can estimate how far away a 
lightning strike is by counting the number of seconds 
between a flash of lightning and a rumble of thunder? 

Five seconds = 1 mile! 

** Perpendicular: a term used in geometry that 
describes the relationship between lines that meet 
at a right angle (90 degrees).



EXAMPLES:

math adjectives:
prime   irrational   rational  obtuse  fractional absolute  

natural   odd   even  negative positive  mixed   

improper  proper   fundamental  composite different same   

strict   relative   ordinal  cardinal  radical  instantaneous 

alike   similar

math nouns:
triangle   square   rectangle parallelogram circle  cube  

cylinder   calculator  fraction  cone  graph  axis  

hypotenuse  base   decimal  exponent numerator denominator 

measurement  factor   factorial  inequality equality  perimeter 

digit   ratio   remainder mode  mean  model   

odds   dodecahedron  binomial interest  matrix  degree  

prism   arc    angle  data  integer   variable

e   Pi

math proper nouns:
Pythagoras  Archimedes  Euclid  Bernoulli Zeta  Tau   

Omega   Sigma    Lambda  Kappa    Ptolemy Euler   
Boole 

 

math adverbs:
rapidly   quickly   narrowly slightly  widely  accurately  

inaccurately  periodically  approximately

math verbs:
calculate  plot   separate  divide  add  subtract  
reduce   half   double  triple  increase multiply  
average   truncate  sum  correlate combine separate  
solve


